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W ithout question, some of the most
critical moments of your tennis-
coaching career occur in the min-

utes, hours and sometimes days following a big
match. Win or lose, the athlete wants the
feedback, support and knowledge that will take
him or her to the next level. You must be sen-
sitive to the athlete’s needs. In other words,
you have to be gentle when you need to be,
tough if necessary, ready to answer questions,
ready to practice, prepared to work with a
trainer, and sometimes just ready to listen and
not talk. But how do you know what to do and
when to do it? This article will try to answer
that, based on what we know from science and
from the experiences of those coaches who
have worked with top players under stressful
conditions following a match.

The Match is Over and 
You’re the Coach: What Now?
Jack L. Groppel, Ph.D., Senior Partner and Principal, LGE Performance Systems, Inc.
Honorary Chair, USTA Sport Science Committee

Rule #1: Set the ground rules with your
players (long before the competition) about
their expectations of you once the match
concludes. What you say and how you say it are
important. Additionally, it’s not what you say,
but how it’s perceived by the player. So, before
we proceed into a menu of what to do, you must
talk with your players about their expectations
of you after a match. We call these the “rules of
engagement.” Each of us has worked with
players who don’t want to talk for at least 20-30
minutes after a match as well as with players
who want a complete breakdown of the match
immediately afterward.

Rule #2: The rules of engagement must
be agreed upon with the parents. As everyone
knows, this might be easier said than done.
The key is developing a good relationship with
the parents and earning their respect about
your role as the coach. When the relationship
is solid among the parents, coach and player,
many great things can happen for all involved.
You will grow as a coach, the parents will grow
in their relationship with their child and the
player will get the best from everyone! 

Rule #3: Strive to communicate clearly in
all that you do. Many coaches make the
mistake of believing that knowledge is king
when it comes to coaching. Knowledge of the
game is important, but the communication of
that knowledge is even more critical. And
communication of knowledge is different than
just knowing what happened or what to do.

Coaches have been seen after a match giving
an “information dump” to players who actually
do not care “what the coach knows.” Players
only care how it applies to them. Are you clear
in what you are saying? Does the athlete ever
say, “Coach, I’m not following you,” or, “I don’t
understand what you mean?” Always strive to
understand how to say what you want in the
simplest, most effective way. The goal should
be that the athlete acts upon what is said and
is able to improve.

Rule #4: Make it safe to talk. Being able
to talk things out and let your players talk
about what they want is a skill. You must be able
to create an environment where the athlete is

continued on page 3
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W ow.  What a 2003 US Open! Sure, the sun took a hiatus and it rained and it rained, but when the sun came out, we had
a new men’s champion in Andy Roddick. This was great news for tennis in the United States. Moreover, the news con-
tinues to get better when you look at the depth of young talent that is emerging in the pro ranks of American tennis. 

The pathway to the top is one to examine. How do players get there? What types and how many tournaments a year should
they play? What type of coaching do they receive? How are weapons developed? These types of questions and others are
addressed in this issue of High-Performance Coaching. We hope the answers to these questions will help you as you develop
your champions!

Speaking of development, much has developed here at the USA Tennis High Performance Training Center in Key Biscayne.
Walking the halls and plying the courts of Key Biscayne are many of the country’s best young juniors and aspiring professional
players. These players are working hard to become the next generation of American champions. To help them in this quest
we are doing our best to create an environment that will help them become the best they can be. An example of this com-
mitment is a recent agreement with Free Motion Fitness that has provided USA Tennis High Performance with their signa-
ture equipment line that allows players to train in a three dimensional manner, building core strength, balance and stability.
This is truly world-class equipment that supplements our commitment to excellence and world-class coaching staff.

I hope you enjoy this issue of High-Performance Coaching, and if you have any comments, questions or suggestions
please contact us at Coaching@usta.com or 305-365-USTA.

Sincerely,

Paul Lubbers, Ph.D.
Director, USA Tennis Coaching Education

T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program Attendance
The following list of coaches attended the May 6-11, 2003, USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program in Kansas

City, Kansas, and successfully completed all three phases of the program. Congratulations coaches!!

USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program Update
The USA Tennis Coaching Education Department is now accepting applications for the 2004 USA Tennis High Performance

Coaching Program. The program is intended specifically for the high-performance coach who is working with players who are
striving for excellence in competitive tennis (i.e., sectional junior players to collegiate and young professionals). Applications for
the 2004 program dates are available by contacting Bobby Bernstein @ 305-365-8711 or e-mailing us at Coaching@USTA.com. We
encourage all interested coaches to apply as soon as possible.). See page 12 for dates, locations and application deadlines.
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The Match is Over and 
You’re the Coach: What Now?

comfortable and not threatened. Listening to the needs of the
athlete is crucial here. The players know you are there for them
and they will eventually want to talk. You might hear something
like; “I really had a hard time with my inside-out forehand
today.” Your response could be, “It seemed to me that you were
just missing it a little.” And then, go on, if—and only if—the ath-
lete feels comfortable talking.

That being said, let’s discuss a laundry list of what you
should consider doing and saying after the match. Many of us
have watched our players lose, and we immediately know
what they were doing wrong technically and what they should
do to improve upon the problem. Error detection and correc-
tion is tricky right after a match. What if your player has
another match to play in a couple of hours and you start
telling them about their mechanics on a certain shot? Odds
are that the player would go through what is called “paralysis
by analysis” and whatever “game” they had would go even fur-
ther downhill. Few players want to hear immediately what
they did wrong mechanically, whether they win or lose. Let the
players celebrate a win or get over a loss on their own time.
You will usually have plenty of time to go over match statistics
or video replay later. 

Rule #5: Don’t over-correct! But, what if it is a small tip
and the player has another match coming up right away, or
what if the player is frustrated about how poorly he/she was
executing the shot and really wants your input? Here, you may
very well want to explain what happened and what to do, but
make sure the environment is calm. If the player is frustrated
or excited, calm him/her down and explain it in very simple
terms. The simplicity with which you must communicate can-
not be overemphasized. At the end of the day, you must use
common sense about where the player is psychologically and be
the judge of what to do.

Strategy and tactics are both areas you must consider.
Assuming the player wants to talk, the sooner you can remind
him/her of what they were doing tactically, along with why and
how it could have been better, the easier the player might under-
stand what you’re concerned with and improve upon it. This
feedback may be lost if you wait too long afterward because the
player might not remember the instance(s) you are talking
about, unless of course, you have videotape of the match to
which you can refer.

Rule #6: Be prepared to help! One thing you must be ready
to do is help the athlete. It might be with nutrition and hydra-
tion, or it could be to re-grip a racquet, or any one of a hundred
different things. Yes, some coaches feel that the players should
be responsible for these areas, but there will be times when your
players need your help, advice and wisdom.

The area you really need to be prepared in is nutrition. Their

water bottle might be empty, they ran out of energy bars, sport
drinks or any number of other things might have happened. You
already know how critical nourishment after a match is; that
athletes need water and energy for recovery very soon after-
wards. Also, be ready to give your players some grace here. Have
the sport drinks ready, a few extra energy bars or sandwiches in
the cooler. You may just save the day!

Rule #7: Understand all aspects of emergency care at the
tournament site (location of ice packs, trainers available,
etc.). What if the athlete has a muscle strain or some other
minor injury? Your job is to know where ice packs are and guide
the player by responding to his/her needs. Since this could be
an article in and of itself, you must know your resources. If this
an area where you could improve your actionable knowledge,
the USTA Sport Science Committee has published Emergency
Care Guidelines. Contact the USTA Sport Science Department
at sportscience@usta.com to obtain a copy.

Rule #8: Know how your athletes best cool-down. If you
have worked with the players for a while, you know them,
their mentalities and their bodies. You know how tight they
are or how loose-jointed they are. Few people know them like
you do. Guiding them in their cool-down is essential. Many
players have allowed themselves to NOT cool-down and then
get injured on some very simple movement a little while later.
The key here is to be intentional about what to do. Have a
routine for coming down after the match and for stretching.
Everyone knows the body is the warmest after activity, so
stretching is most important at this time. You can stretch
your player, which again creates safety with the player and
stresses the fact that you really care about them. Helping
your player stretch can actually build a bond without any
words being said. 

Rule #9: Know your sport psychology. Some players strug-
gle with pressure. And, even those who don’t struggle with pres-
sure often don’t have any rituals between points; they just go
through the motions. Today’s coach is savvy enough to know that
only 35 percent of a match is spent hitting balls and 65 percent
is spent between points and on the changeovers. What is your
player doing mentally during these non-playing times? Are they
using their between-point rituals and recovering properly on the
changeover? After the match, help relieve any pressure they
may feel by ensuring them that they were doing their rituals and
doing the right things. (If they weren’t doing the right things,
decide when the appropriate time is when you can coach them
on what to do). The worst thing you can do is just say, “You
weren’t doing what you were supposed to be doing.” That says
nothing to the player and will hurt your relationship because

continued on page 11
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By winning the US Open, Andy Roddick became only the second
male player in the Open Era to win the US Open Championships
as a former Junior US Open champion (Stefan Edberg was the

first). Lindsay Davenport also accomplished this feat on the women’s
side in 1998 (she won the Junior US Open in 1992). This year’s Junior
Champions included Jo-Wilfried Tsonga from France and Kirsten
Flipkens from Belgium (yes, another young talent from Belgium).
Although winning the Junior US Open is no guarantee for success, many
former junior champions have gone on to have successful professional
careers. Jennifer Capriati, Jelena Dokic, David Nalbandian, Sjeng
Schalken and Marcelo Rios are just a few of those players. Not everyone
follows the same path to success on the pro tour. Venus and Serena
Williams hardly played any junior or Circuit tournaments, while many of
the Spanish players focus almost exclusively on playing Circuit events
and very few International Tennis Federation (ITF) Junior tournaments.
Most Americans, at this time, follow a path that allows them to be suc-
cessful at one level before moving on to the next. A typical progression
would look something like the diagram on page 9.

Sectional and National Tournaments
If you are coaching a player who becomes a top player at one level,

you would start having them play events at the next level. Just about all
top players in the 12-under and 14-under age groups compete in both
Sectional and National events. Most players continue to play in these
events in the older (16-under and 18-under) age groups as well. Our goal
is to strengthen the National Championships. One way is to provide many
points for a National ranking (remember we are going to a point system
for rankings next year). 

In the 16-under and 18-under age groups, many of the better players
start looking at the possibility of college tennis. Some of the very best
players also start playing ITF Junior events and even some local Pro
Circuit events. We have seen a few rare examples of players going right
from the junior ranks to the pros. In fact, up to about 20 years ago, the
top Americans in the junior ranks made a very smooth transition through
college into pro tennis. Today, collegiate players have the opportunity
to play professional circuit events (not just during the summer) while
taking advantage of the the opportunity college tennis provides.

ITF Tournaments
ITF Junior events are international tournaments that provide ranking

points for an ITF. These points in turn help qualify a player for the Junior
Grand Slam tournaments such as the Junior US Open (players ranked in
the Top 100 ITF or Top 300 ATP/WTA rankings receive priority in getting
accepted into the Junior Grand Slams). Although these tournaments are
held all over the world, there are currently 34 ITF Junior tournaments in
the North and Central America region. The key here is that players
should compete at the level where they belong. Although a number of the
very best players play the ITF junior circuit abroad, most other players

The Road to Winning the US Open
by E. Paul Roetert, Ph.D., Managing Director, USA Tennis High Performance

can find plenty of strong competition within the United States (including
some ITF tournaments). As coaches, be careful that your players don’t
start chasing ITF points all over the world if they are not ready for that
level of competition. 

Pro Circuit Events
These are really like the minor leagues of pro tennis. There are a

number of different levels ranging from $10,000 to $75,000 in prize money.
Most players start testing the waters professionally at the Futures level
to see if they can start gaining ATP or WTA points. Players can do this
and actually remain amateurs. If successful at the Futures level, players
can work their way up the ladder. Robby Ginepri, for example, made sure
he won several tournaments at each level before moving up to the next.
The USTA provides 94 Pro Circuit events each year. Although that seems
like a lot, all of Europe (approximately the same size and population as
the United States) offers three times as many events.

Key Points
1. Have your players compete in sectional events. All of the USTA

Sections provide a variety of sectional tournament levels.
2. Encourage the very best players to support the National

Championships. The benefits for playing them are increasing points
and wild cards.

3. Don’t skip levels. Have your players play at the right level (nobody
likes to lose all the time).

Andy Roddick, the 2000 US Open junior singles winner, won his first Grand
Slam men’s title at the 2003 US Open.

continued on page 9
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Weapon Development:
From Junior Player To
World-Class Professional
Rodney Harmon, Director of Men’s Tennis
Bobby Bernstein, Administrator, Coaching Education

In today’s game, one area that is essential for success is
weapon development. Weapons can take many different
forms. Speed, quickness, mental toughness, tactical under-

standing, the ability to generate pace with a particular shot and
consistency all are examples of weapons that a player could use in
combination to develop a successful game style. For the purpose
of this article, we will examine the weapon from the perspective
of technical competence where players possess the ability to hit
a particular stroke in a manner that allows them to win points
easily and effectively.

If you look closely at today’s most successful players, it is
relatively easy to identify their weapons and the various ways that
each is used in competition. In these sequences, we feature the
weapons of Taylor Dent, Mardy Fish and Andy Roddick, three of the
top young American players and U.S. Davis Cup team members.

Even though you will see three very different strokes being
shown, these fundamentals are apparent in each stroke: early
racquet preparation and the loading of the large muscle groups
(unit turn); effective and efficient movement to the ball; effec-
tive stroke path and desirable racquet head position at contact
point; and proper follow-through in the direction of the target.

When developing a weapon, most players look to an area
where they already have exhibited a natural affinity. It is impor-
tant for the weapon or weapons to be incorporated very early into
the game style that the player would like to utilize. Factors such
as temperament, physical skills, favorite patterns of play and
growth and development considerations should be taken into
account. Often, many young players look to the successful tour
players when determining options for weapon development. 

It is imperative that players understand that developing a
weapon takes time and lots of proper practice. When young players
do transition from one level to the next, the player must contin-
ue to become more proficient with their weapon. With a higher
level of play comes better competition, which necessitates the
need to make quick tactical adjustments against highly-skilled
opponents. Almost every great player experiences this situation
at some point in his or her career. Typically, these experiences
will send the player back to the practice court to determine
possible alternative methods of attacking the opponent and
hopefully a better understanding of how to maximize the use of
a weapon.

1
T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

Top to bottom: Taylor Dent, Mardy Fish,
Andy Roddick.
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Preparation Phase — Photos 1-3 
Taylor Dent is an aggressive serve-and-volley player whose game is built around a powerful serve and excellent

transition game. He has always had a natural affinity for the net, and his technique on the backhand volley is textbook.
As you can see in the first three photos, Taylor has made his unit turn, loading the large muscle groups as he prepares
his racquet. As he executes the turn, he pulls the racquet away from his body to get more shoulder turn. Taylor is low
to the ground and bends at his knees while his back stays relatively straight.

Mardy Fish is an all-court player who loves to come to the net and pressure his opponents. Possessing one of the
best two-handed backhands on the tour, he uses it to hit the ball hard and deep off this side. His return of serve and
ability to take the ball early down the line from the baseline make his backhand a formidable weapon. Notice the early
unit turn where there is a loading of the large muscle groups that include the legs, hips and back. Mardy keeps his
shoulders level, head still and eyes firmly focused on the ball. 

Andy Roddick is known for his huge serve and forehand. But since 2003 Wimbledon, Andy has been attacking
more, providing him with new opportunities to finish points at the net. Because of this tactical change, his overhead
has emerged as another major weapon in his arsenal. In the sequences shown, Andy has identified a lob from the oppo-
nent and is making his initial move to get in position. His shoulders have completely turned, indicating the loading of
the large muscles. During this phase, the racquet has moved into a power position that will allow him to transition
into the hitting phase of the stroke, and he uses his left arm to help line up the ball and to block out the sun. 

Hitting Phase — Photos 4-5 
While executing this first volley, Taylor is balanced with a wide base of support and a low center of gravity, which

helps him create a shoulder-high volley on this relatively low ball. The contact point shows excellent racquet head
position with the strings pointing towards the target. After contact, he drops the racquet head slightly to impart
sidespin in an effort to have the ball move away from his opponent. Notice that his left arm has moved back as the
right arm moves through the hitting zone. This helps him maintain balance and to prepare for recovery. 

The hitting phase begins with Mardy unloading the energy he stored during the preparation phase. This is the
classic kinetic chain at work. In these pictures, you can see that the generated force moves from the legs, to the hips,
to the shoulders and finally to the racquet. This enables Mardy to generate tremendous racquet speed and strike the
ball slightly in front of his body. He has done a great job of getting his racquet into an optimum swing position before
starting the forward part of the swing. 

Although the lob is a deep one, Andy does his best to position himself behind the on-coming ball. Because of the
effectiveness of the lob, he is forced to leap up to hit the ball with both feet off the ground. You can see the unloading
taking place, as his racquet moves very quickly through the hitting zone. As he swings, Andy pulls his left arm down in
towards his chest. This action allows his hips and shoulders to rotate in sequence and create tremendous acceleration
of the racquet. 

Follow-through — Photo 6-7
During the recovery phase, it is important for players to have their racquet ready quickly to react to the reply from

their opponents. The action around the net area is often fast and furious so every successful volleyer knows that quick
racquet movements are a necessity. In the last photo, Taylor has squared his stance with good balance, readied his
racquet and is focused yet relaxed as he prepares for the next shot.

Mardy completes a full finish over his right shoulder. This follow-through helps in keeping the racquet moving
toward the target as long as possible to ensure solid contact is made. In addition, it provides the opportunity for the
muscles that were used to generate power during the stroke to relax. 

In the last photo, the result of the tremendous acceleration that was generated during the overhead can be seen.
The racquet head indicates that pronation has occurred, and Andy is quickly trying to regain his balance, decelerate
his racquet and prepare for the possibility of the next shot.  

T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S
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The Road to Winning the US Open

4. Have your players win a few tournaments at one level before
moving up to the next.

5. Nowadays the competition is so fierce worldwide that most play-
ers benefit from playing in college and/or the Pro Circuit level.

6. Don’t have your players travel all over the world chasing (ITF)
points. If your player is one of the very best in an age group
they will get the opportunity to travel internationally. In
addition, there are enough ITF Junior tournaments and Pro
Circuit events in North and Central America.

As you can see, there are a number of different ways to
the top, but the key is to take it one step at a time. Obviously,
not everyone will make it all the way to the top like Andy
Roddick. However, if you coach that one truly exceptional
player, give him or her the best opportunity at each level. We
look forward to seeing them at the US Open. For those play-
ers that do not make it all the way to the top, you have still
provided them with the proper tools to play “the sport for a
lifetime.”

The shaded areas indicate when players typically transition from one level tournament structure to another.
During transition, players have the ability to compete in the different levels shown. This can be seen in end of
year rankings when a player may possess a USTA, ITF and a professional ranking all from the same ranking year.
This figure is not intended to suggest the time it takes for a player to transition from one level to the next.

USTA Sectional Events

USTA National Events

ITF Events

Circuit Events

ATP/WTA Tour Events

Great servers dominate the game. Now the USTA has produced a video to help serious players
develop their most critical asset. USTA’s High-Performance Tennis: The Serve gives an in-depth
look at the technique used by the greatest servers in the game including Pete Sampras, Venus
Williams and Marat Safin. Spectacular footage from the US Open produces super slow motion
shots, allowing you to see every movement during a perfectly executed serve.

Order today by calling

1-800-747-4457
or visit our Web site at 

www.humankinetics.com

Give your players the serving edge!

25-minute VHS video  
ISBN 0-7360-3296-7
$29.95

HUMAN KINETICS
The Premier Publisher for Sports & Fitness
P.O.Box 5076
Champaign, IL 61825-5076 D310
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End at Match Point 

by Kathleen Stroia M.S., P.T., A.T.C., AVP Sport Sciences &
Medicine/Professional Development, WTA Tour and
Helen Lee B.Sc. (PT), Physical Therapist, Humber River Regional
Hospital, Weston, Ontario

Most players and coaches are familiar with warming
up and getting the body prepared to engage in a
high-intensity activity. The cool-down, on the

other hand, is less understood but no less important to
performance. A proper cool-down is an essential part of a
post-match routine and can aid a player’s physical recovery
and preparation for the next practice or match.

An effective cool-down period is broken down into two
parts:

1. Performing light cool-down exercises (e.g., a cool-down
ride on the bike or a light jog), active and passive
stretching and deep breathing exercises.

2. Recovering and regenerating. This includes proper
post-competition nutrition, re-hydrating the body and
addressing other physical needs of the body. 

Cool-Down Exercises
There are a number of benefits that come with performing

cool-down exercises following practice or a match.
• Cool-down exercises are performed to slow the body’s

systems down, in a controlled manner, from the high
performance levels demanded during a tennis
match/practice to normal levels found at rest. 

• They help “flush out” metabolic waste products that
accumulate in the body during exercise. These waste
products can impair muscle function and performance
if they are not removed from the body. Performing a
light activity following a strenuous practice or match,
as opposed to sitting around after a match, has been
shown to help the body remove these waste products
more effectively. 

• They also are used to maintain the flexibility or range
of motion of various components of the musculoskeletal
system. 

Performing a light exercise, preferably non-weight bearing,
will help the body to cool down and rid itself of metabolic
waste products like lactate. The amount of time a player
should spend cooling down is dependent on the individ-
ual and the intensity of the exercise. However, research
indicates that a good average is to exercise at a light
intensity for approximately 15-20 minutes after intense
play.

Active and passive stretching, combined with deep
breathing exercises also can be included as part of the
cool-down. In general, passive stretching techniques are
slow and sustained (30-60 seconds in duration), are per-
formed in a pain-free range and repeated 2-3 times.
Active stretching techniques are performed by moving
through the entire range of motion of the joint(s), using
a fluid and slow pace combined with deep breathing
activity, again repeating 2-3 times. Rapid bouncing or bal-
listic movements are not recommended. There should be
no pain associated with stretching. If pain is felt, the
player should stop the stretch and seek help from a qual-
ified medical/health care practitioner. To help in this
process, the coach should learn about proper stretching
technique, frequency, duration and regularly solicit feed-
back from the player. 

Recovery and Regeneration
There are a number of activities that the athlete should

perform in addition to the cool-down exercises described
above. Make sure your players re-hydrate and eat plenty of
carbohydrates to promote recovery and regeneration. An
athlete also may use massage, or other techniques, to aid in
the recovery of post-exercise muscle soreness. 

It is essential that the athlete incorporates hydration
before and during the match, as well as re-hydration (water
and electrolyte replacement are essential) after the match
during the cool-down period, even if they have consumed
fluids during the match. It is also recommended that play-
ers consume 50-60 grams of carbohydrate per hour of play.
As an example, one 20 ounce bottle of a typical sport drink

T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

continued on page 11
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contains approximately 30 grams of carbohydrate. It is important
that the sport drink is not too concentrated, as this may impair
digestion and cause stomach upset. Also, to better understand
how much fluid is lost during play, a player can weigh in before
and after playing. Players should then drink 20-24 ounces of fluid
for each pound of body weight loss. 

With respect to refueling, the cool-down period should be
used to replenish muscle energy stores. The best way to do
this is to eat carbohydrates within the first hour after play is
concluded and throughout the day. The consumption of a
high-carbohydrate drink immediately after exercise is a popu-
lar and appropriate choice for athletes. Other good sources of
carbohydrates are gel packets, bagels or crackers. Research
suggests that a player should eat 0.3 grams of carbohydrate
per pound of body weight immediately after a practice or
match and 3-4 grams per pound of body weight within the fol-
lowing 24 hours. For example, a 150-pound player would eat
approximately 50 grams of carbohydrate immediately after
practice and another 450-600 grams over the next 24 hours.
High-fat and high-protein foods should be avoided immedi-
ately after playing.

Muscle massage and contrast baths can be used to enhance
recovery. Various massage techniques are popular and are used
by tennis players after a strenuous workout or match. Contrast
baths, another option to accomplish the aforementioned
results, is interchanging from warm to cool baths, spending 1-4
minutes in each bath for up to 20 minutes total. After a practice
or match also is a perfect time to apply ice to any injuries

Summary
The coach plays an integral role in helping the athlete during

the cool-down period. Both coach and athlete are responsible

you are not offering solutions; you are only pointing out the prob-
lems. Remember that the brain can only effectively handle one
thing at a time. What you say must be perceived as constructive
and helpful.

Rule #10: Develop post-match rituals. After a tough
match, your players could be going through any number of
emotions based on how they played and whether they won or
lost. Professional players on the tours have noted that, after
the match and because they are so keyed up from competing,

they are virtually in a daze, almost numb to everything around
them, almost like “a deer in the headlights.” Regardless of
how your players respond, one thing is for sure: After a long
match, their bodies have been physically and emotionally
taxed. It is important that they have rituals in place for the
cool-down. These routines should be very specific and struc-
tured so they will become automatic over time and employed
after every match. You and your players should be very clear
as to what each of you is to do. Your role as coach and leader
is central to this.

The Match is Over and 
You’re the Coach: What Now? continued from page 3  
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for understanding the importance of and implementing proper
cool-down exercises and activities. By incorporating some of
these activities into your post-match routine you will be helping
to develop habits that can lead to improved performance, quicker
recovery and a longer, healthier career.
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High-Performance USA Tennis High Performance
Coaching Program Dates

Applications for the above program dates are available

by contacting 305-365-USTA or e-mailing us at

Coaching@USTA.com. We encourage all interested

coaches to apply as soon as possible.

Program Dates for 2004
Date Location Application Deadline

January 1-6, 2004 USTA Training Center, Key Biscayne, Florida November 15, 2003

May 11-17, 2004 Texas February 15, 2004

August 10-15, 2004 TBA May 15, 2004


